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Reviewer’s report:

Dear Editor,

The authors have made many corrections to their original manuscript. The current version of the article has surely ameliorated. I have not further relevant remarks. See only some minor corrections listed below. I believe that the manuscript is now acceptable for publication in TRIALS.

Page 7, lines 48-49: in MCI participants should have CDR = 0.5 (NOT < 0.5; see the same error with CDR in the table 1, below).

Page 8, lines 20-21: ..MMSE score, defined by a cut-off point of >= 26 points for MCI (NOT <=26) and 20< x <25 points for people with mild dementia (NOT >=25). See the same error in table 1 at page 9.

Page 9, lines 51-52: the parenthesis (what questionnaires?) should be deleted.
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